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King Cock Production
Ramped Up To Meet
Global Demand!

Pipedream Opens A
Fourth American
Manufacturing Facility!

Pipedream Receives
7 ETO Award
Nominations!
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Since its launch in July 2003, ETO has 
become the essential reference source 
for every company trading in the UK 
pleasure products sector. ETO is a 
completely independent publication 
which has no links to, or connections 
with, any other adult business. 

Published monthly, it is freely 
available to qualifying companies, 
individuals, retail outlets and online 

stores 
in the UK and, 
via subscription, to interested 
worldwide organisations.

Limited-edition
cosmic purple

Exclusive, travel-
ready play case

Elegantly designed
packaging
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We-Vibe is marking its 10th anniversary
with a series of events around the world

and a limited-edition Anniversary
Collection set. The celebrations start

this month in Las Vegas, where the
original We-Vibe was launched in April

2008, with an evening pool party during
the Altitude Intimates lingerie show.

This will be followed by a party in June
in the company’s home town of Ottawa,

Canada, for family, friends, and
supporters, and will culminate at the

Oktoberfest at EroFame, which will be
hosted by We-Vibe.The Anniversary Collection sees We-Vibe

pair two of its most popular vibrators, Sync
and Tango, in an exclusive, travel-ready
play case. The We-Vibe Anniversary
Collection is inspired by the original We-
Vibe, which was launched in Las Vegas ten
years ago this month, so the set’s Sync and
Tango both come in

iridescent, cosmic purple.Sync is the latest version of We-Vibe’s
bestselling couples vibe, which is
customisable to fit the user’s own unique
shape, and Tango is We-Vibe’s most
powerful mini-vibe. Its tapered tip is
designed to deliver deep rumbly vibrations
with pinpoint focus, while the flat edge can
be used for all-over massage. The updated
Tango includes improvements to its control
button, battery, and charging. “The Anniversary Collection is a

celebration of our customers’ pursuit of
passion,” said We-Vibe marketing manager
Stephanie Keating. “Consumers told us they
would love a collection of premium
products they can take on the go. This
request led to the new exclusive play case
that discreetly holds and charges
both Sync and Tangotogether, so

they’re ready for fun at all times.”The We-Vibe Anniversary Collection has
a suggested retail price of £195 and
retailers can order from their authorised
We-Vibe distributor now. For more
information visit http://we-vibe.com/

We-Vibe marks first decade with

events & Anniversary Collection

Nominations for the 2018 ETO Awards
will close on Thursday 12th April, so if

you have not already done so you can
still tell us who your favourite products,

brands, distributors, retailers, and
people from the last 12 months are. Just

visit www.erotictradeonly.com and click
on the ‘Make Your Nominations’ box.

Nominations will close at 5pm GMT on
Thursday 12th April.

Please note that to ensure fairness
throughout the nominations and voting
process, we ask that everyone who
nominates or votes has registered their
details with the website in advance - just
click the ‘Register’ link at the very top right
of the home page if you have not already
done so but do not leave it too late as every
registration is manually approved, and at
busy times this can take several days.

2018 ETO Awards: last chance to nominate
20 1 8AWARDS
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that it’s easy to assume that they’re all much
the same, but some brands are definitely more
equal than others. I’ve long sung the praises of
Lovehoney’s brilliant Enjoy lube, but this time
they also sent me the Discover version
(pictured), a water-based anal lube that lasts
really well and doesn’t dry out as quickly as
many other similar products.

One of the most interesting parcels I’ve been
sent recently contained the new Satisfyer range

of toys – the Pro G-Spot Rechargeable Rabbit,
the Pro 4 Couples Rechargeable Vibrator and
the Pro Plus Vibration Rechargeable Clitoral
Stimulator. Obviously they all include the ‘sonic
stimulation’ element that has made clit stim
toys so popular.

Due to work commitments and illness (I’m
writing this feature through the fug of winter
flu) I haven’t yet had chance to try out the
Satisfyers properly, but I’m impressed by what

I’ve seen so far. Again, this is a company who’ve
realised that they do one thing really well and
have stuck with it, rather than branching off
into loads of ideas that they then can’t give the
same level of attention to.

Front page
news

I was
thrilled to

find myself
quoted on
Doxy’s

website this
month.
Doxy is currently in

the process of revamping
its site courtesy of its new

marketing team at Imp Ideas,
and they used a snippet from my

recent Metro feature about their story
as added oomph on the front page.
Whether in the national media, social media

or blogs, quotes from personal testimonies go a
long way towards giving potential new
customers the confidence to try your brand. I
wouldn’t make such a sweeping statement
about Doxy unless I truly believed in the
product and was an enthusiastic collector of its
work (maybe my future career should be as a
curator in a sex toy museum). That said, I’m
always looking for newer and better – so if you
think your product can compete, I want to
know about it!

I’ve had an interesting struggle this month
with regards to ‘virtual reality’ sex toys. I’ve
been asked to research female-focused VR sex
toys for a potential national feature, but the
vast majority of the market is aimed at men.

I can see the logic in this – it’s a lot simpler
and more cost effective to rig a masturbation
sleeve up to a basic VR headset, especially if it’s
the type that just has the user’s phone inserted
into it. I’ve reviewed such products in the past
(or rather, my male guest reviewers have) and
they can be really effective.

But where are the products for women? Is
there less call for it from the female side of the
market or are they simply too difficult to
produce on a viable level? I don’t know the
answers yet – although I’ve spoken to some
very interesting people about their products
and ideas for the future – but I’d love to hear
from anyone on the manufacturing side who
might have products or information relevant to
this.

As always, I’m keen to hear from anyone
with unusual or innovative adult products that
they think are deserving of a wider mainstream
audience – so if that sounds like you, get in
touch!

Email Violet via hellovioletfenn@gmail.com
or tweet her at @violetfenn

Given the
weather, it was a
pleasant surprise
to receive not
one, but two self-
heating products
to try. After all,
who doesn’t want
warm nether
regions when it’s
snowing outside?

It’s been such a miserably cold and snowy
winter so far that it’s currently a massive
bonus to be able to legitimately spend time in
bed in the name of work research. Cara Sutra’s
comments in last month’s ETO magazine
about how she and I had similar favourites
from recent product launches show just how
simple it can be to appeal to end users – make
something that does what it claims to, and
make it well.

The most successful items for me are those
which work straight out of the box – there’s
nothing worse than a product that requires the
end user to read reams of instructions and
figure out strange cables before even trying it.
This has happened to me more than once this
month.

I’ve also been faintly irritated recently by
rechargeable products arriving with no
charge on them. Yes, I know instructions
always say to charge fully before use, but I
can tell you now that no one actually does that
– if we’ve been waiting for our latest bundle of
fun to arrive in the post, we want to try it there
and then, not wait several hours for it to
summon up enough energy!

Minor grumbles aside, let’s get back to the
fun stuff. Given the weather, it was a pleasant
surprise to receive not one, but two self-heating
products to try. After all, who doesn’t want
warm nether regions when it’s snowing
outside?

The Dione (pictured) is a heated dual stim
vibrator from Sent To Thrill, a company I
haven’t worked with before. They’re super-
friendly, efficient, and their products are high

quality whilst still managing to stay reasonably
priced. The Dione is interesting – it warms up
surprisingly quickly and eventually feels quite
hot to touch. However, it’s only
actually one degree above body
temperature, so it’s not quite as
warm in use as I thought it might be.

That single degree makes a
surprising difference though,

and definitely improves
the user experience – it

feels warm and
intimate rather than
cold and hard.
The only issue
I have with
dual stim vibes
is an age-old one – they
either fit your body shape or
they don’t. Because they’re
usually quite rigid, it can be
difficult to wriggle both bits
of the toy into optimum
position unless you just
happen to be exactly the
right shape for it.

The one vibrator I’ve ever
tried that manages to almost
entirely bypass this issue is

the We-Vibe Nova. The ‘bend
back’ design of the Nova’s clit

stim means that it holds good
contact regardless of anatomy -

proof that thinking outside the box really
works.

That said, the Dione is a really good piece of

kit – very well made and a quality product for
the money.

Hot stuff
The second heated product I’ve been trying is
Svakom’s Primo remote control butt plug
(pictured), which was sent to me by Lovehoney.
It’s small enough to be suitable for beginners
whilst also having enough heft for more

experienced users – and again, the
heating element brings with it a
genuinely
different
experience. The

Primo also gets
top marks for its

classy packaging, which is
smart but understated.

So many new
products are over-
engineered, with extras
attached for no other
purpose than
gimmickry, so it’s
brilliant to see
companies using
added extras that have
real purpose, rather
than just to gild the lily.

Lovehoney also
topped up my lube
supply this month, and
very grateful I am too.
There are so many lubes
on the market these days

Adventures
of a Sex Toy
Tester

It may have been winter outside but
Violet Fenn has found ways of keeping

warm over the last few months, as she reveals in
the latest instalment in this series which looks at

which products reviewers have been enthusing about…

TOY STORIES
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print circulation
The only UK magazine circulated 
free of charge to thousands of 
professionals in the erotic industry, 
ETO’s mailing list comprises some 
4,000 requested and individually-
addressed copies, distributed 
throughout the UK where they reach 
almost every single relevant store 
and online trader, including more 
than 500 lingerie and partywear 
outlets. The magazine is also 
circulated to both branch and head 
office levels of the major chains and 
the head offices of other retailers 

with an interest in this market, as 
well as the increasingly influential 
community of online bloggers. The 
database is regularly maintained and 
refined, guaranteeing that 
advertising messages and editorial 
news stories are seen by the most 
influential manufacturers, 
wholesalers, distributors, brand 
managers and retailers. In addition,  
a carefully monitored section of the 
mailing list is delivered to key 
companies operating in Europe, 
America, Asia and Australasia. 

Read by almost  
15,000 industry peers 

every month

4,000 requested and 
individually-addressed 

copies each issue

online circulation
Erotictradeonly.com regularly 
averages 8,000 unique visitors every 
month, generating upwards 
of 12,000 page impressions. 
Additionally, since 2008, the 
magazine has been available to read 
online and currently averages 4,000 
individual viewers with occasional 
highs approaching 6,000 per issue. 

ETO is currently extending its reach 
through social media networks such 
as Twitter (8,000+ followers) and 
Facebook (2,700+ ‘Likes’). Regular 
weekly email updates allow ETO to 
communicate with just over 22,000 
addresses worldwide, further 
advancing ETO’s influence into all 
areas of the industry.

8,000 unique visitors 
every month, generating 

upwards of 12,000  
page impressions

8,000 +       followers
over 2,700       ‘likes’

Weekly e-mails to 
over 22,000 worldwide       

editorial
ETO’s professional editorial team has 
unrivalled experience of independent 
reporting on the trends and 
innovations in the rapidly evolving 
pleasure products business, 
concentrating on those products 
which can be sold by all retailers, 
such as toys, lingerie and other 
intimate apparel items, consumables 
and novelties. ETO regards its 
independence as key to providing 
advertisers and readers alike with a 
monthly feast of news, views, 
reviews, trends and analysis. ETO 
has always treated its readers with 
the respect that every trade-only title 
should, whilst retaining a particular 
focus on the retail environment, 
providing them with a regular digest 
of essential market intelligence.

12 & 13 JUNE 

THE PLEASURE PRODUCTS
TRADE MAGAZINE

Alterego Lingerie has added a
plethora of new designs to its
portfolio, including 12 new styles
from French brand Provocative, 11

new styles from
YesX, and ten
new styles
from Shirley of
Hollywood.

Alterego’s
operations
director
Gareth
Laycock
said:

“We’ve got
so much

happening. 

The Provocative brand is increasing
in popularity all of the time and the
12 new designs are great, with good
gift packaging too. YesX is also
becoming more and more popular,
particular with dropship companies,
and the 11 new designs are brilliant:
they all come in free laundry bags as
packaging, which is great for a
weekend away gift.”

He added: “We
also have new
stock from Beauty
Night and loads of
stuff happening

with Shirley of
Hollywood. It’s

Shirley’s 70th
anniversary

and we
have
just

taken
ten new

lines into stock
from its Big
Book
collection
and also
launched

the 2018 Hot
Collection,

which is

fantastic. I would urge ETO readers to
get onto our website or contact our
customer services for a PDF version of
the catalogue.. I definitely think they will
get more sales from it.”

Laycock also hinted that Alterego
was working on a new initiative which
will benefit its customers - but that we’ll
have to wait until next month to find out
what it is.
Alterego Lingerie:
[T] 0845 094 6603
[E] sales@alterego-lingerie.com
[W] www.alterego-lingerie.com

Alterego adds more lines

UCLA and select high schools in New
York City are embracing the
beneficial medical and educational
uses of intimate pleasure products
thanks to Sunny Rodgers, Pipedream
Products’ resident sexologist. From
the new Fantasy For Her Kegel Train-
Her Set, which can help women with
urinary incontinence
and rebuild vaginal
strength after
childbirth, to the
medical benefits
of prostate
massage using
products from
the Anal
Fantasy Elite

Collection, many schools are now
discovering the countless
advantages of pleasure products.

Sunny Rodgers is a regular lecturer
at the Couples and Sex Therapy Training
Program within UCLA’s David Geffen
School of Medicine. She recently shared
some of Pipedream’s latest creations
with medical and psychiatric students.
“I enjoy being able to share the wide-

ranging sexual health and wellness
benefits of our pleasure products
and am thrilled that their value is
being recognised by the
mainstream educational systems
and medical and psychiatric
fields,” said Rodgers, who
recently added certified sex
educator to her impressive list of

certifications. “I could see
perceptions change right

before my eyes as I
explained how
beneficial the
Kegel Train-Hers
are. That’s why I
feel it’s so
important to
continue to offer
ongoing pleasure
product education

at multiple venues.
Our products are so

much more than just
sex toys. Sexual health

and pleasure can be intertwined.”
The Jimmyjane PURE UV Sanitizing

Mood Light was also applauded during
the lecture for its UV-C sanitising
process, which takes only ten minutes
and is said to be scientifically proven to
sanitise vibrators better than any other
method.

The intensive lecture series is
overseen by the American Association
of Couples and Sex Therapists
(AACAST), an organisation dedicated to
the education, training, promotion and
expansion of integrated skills and
knowledge for couples and sex therapy.

“As always, Sunny was awesome
and the students loved her,” said Dr
Wendy Cherry, co-director of the
Couples and Sex Therapy Training
Program and co-founder of AACAST.
“We are very pleased that she continues
to lecture for us. The information she
shares is valuable to our program.”

In New York City, certain high
schools will also be utilising one of
Pipedream’s most illuminating
collections. Since the practice of
circumcision has been in decline since
the mid-1970s, many of today’s
students are uncircumcised. Health
education classes are now embracing
the King Cock Uncut collection, as the
realism of these handcrafted pieces is
said to be extremely beneficial in an
educational environment. 

Sunny Rodgers introduces US schools
to Pipedream products

The new Hex Respect XL condom from
Lelo is now available from Eropartner
Distribution. It differs from the original
Hex by having a diameter of 58mm,
compared to the original’s 54mm. This
larger size has been created due to
public demand, according to Lelo. The
company states that men can feel a
difference of as little as 2mm in condom
sizes, and the Respect XL’s additional
4mm will offer ‘a little more breathing
room for those who prefer a less
restrictive fit’.

When Hex was launched in 2016, with a
high profile campaign fronted by brand
ambassador Charlie Sheen, it was said to
be the first major innovation in the condom
sector in 70 years (since the reservoir tip
was added). Hex was one of the thinnest
condoms on the market and its unique
surface was made up of hexagons, which
Lelo said enabled it to perform differently to
other condoms. Speaking at the launch,
Filip Sedic, inventor of Lelo Hex and
founder of Lelo, said: “We’re building a
better future and improving the world’s
sexual health through innovations in

technology and design. The challenge was
to make something radically different with a
material already approved for condom use.
We did this because people need to be
having great, safe sex today, not 10 years
from now. That’s why all the talk of new
condoms has never resulted in a
revolutionary design making it onto store
shelves. Talk is talk, but innovation is what
really changes things.”

He continued: “There’s a reason why
honeycombs are the shape they are, and
why snake scales move the way they do. It’s
because hexagons are strong, symmetrical,
and tessellate perfectly. They’re one of
nature’s go-to shapes for anything needing
to be at once lightweight, and incredibly
strong. That’s why the structure of
Graphene - the thinnest, strongest material
we know of today is … you guessed it,
hexagonal.”

Lelo states that Hex not only meets but
exceeds all international safety standards
and each and every condom shipped is
electronically tested to ensure the highest
quality. For more information visit
www.eropartner.com

Hex appeal: new larger Lelo
condom available from
Eropartner Distribution
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EDC Wholesale
boosts Sinner Gear
urethral play series
with new releases
EDC Wholesale has added over 30 new
items to its Sinner Gear Unbendable

collection. The
Unbendable
series was
released at
the beginning
of this year
and has
already been
expanded

with a collection made of
cold and strong metal.

Sinner Gear offers an extension to the
urethral play series with additional
dialators and penis plugs. The Solid
Metal Ribbed Dilator for instance is said
to provide an unforgettable stimulation

due to its wavy shaft,
providing an

intense

feeling when
inserted bead

by bead. At the
top of the

dialator, a large
bead makes sure it stays in place.
Newcomers to urethral play can start
with the compact Hollow Penis Plug
with Pull Ring, a short metal plug with a
practical pull ring that is said to be easy
to insert and provide a good grip.

The more experienced sex toy user
will probably be attracted to the kinky
cock and ball play series, such as the
Metal Cock Ring and Anal Plug. The
metal can be warmed up and cooled
down and is safe to use in combination
with every kind of lubricant. The cock
ring is said to provide a harder erection
and makes sure the blood won’t leave
the penis. This will make the penis swell
up a little, so both the wearer and his
partner can enjoy extra girth. The anal
plug has a round top with a small tip to
keep it in place during use.

“The Sinner Gear Unbendable
collection offers quality metal products
for chastity, urethral, cock & ball, anal,
and medical play for the experienced
fetish toy user,” said EDC Wholesale.
“Sinner Gear Unbendable is a unique
collection with a wide range of the most
popular fetish products. The high-quality
products are offered at an affordable
price rate. The brand matches the
fantasy and wishes of the user. A total
experience with the necessary
supplements, such as a handy manual
and a cleaning kit, included in each
product.”

For more information visit
www.edcwholesale.com

Orion Wholesale has announced the
relaunch of its online shop. The
company says that an intense period of
development, and the employment of
cutting edge technology, has yielded a
store with a new look, clearer layout and
more technical functions. Online
ordering for its customers will therefore
be quicker, simpler and more user-
friendly.

Orion says its new store is well
equipped for future demands and it has
been optimised for smartphones and
tablets. It contains more product photos,
information and videos, while dynamic
product recommendations and new filter
options should help retailers find what they
are searching for much easier.

The new site can be seen at www.orion-
wholesale.com

Relaunch for Orion
Wholesale’s online store
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ETO has influenced the way the UK 
market does business and has 
proven itself to be a completely 
trustworthy reporter of the industry, 
neither displaying preferences nor 
singling out individuals for 
unwarranted criticism.

The magazine has 
also changed the 
way the UK erotic 
market perceives 
itself. The 
introduction of 
the  
ETO Awards in 
2005 gave the 
industry a stage 

to recognise and reward excellence 
in every sector from retail to 
manufacturing, and the unique 
democratic voting system ensures all 
the winners are chosen by the 
industry as a whole – unlike any other 
awards in the market.

The Awards Presentation ceremony 
became an important convivial event 

for an industry which had previously 
had no social focus, and Winners 
and Nominees have all profited from 
the increased exposure given to  
their brands and products. Many 
have subsequently declared their 
Awards to be a powerful  
marketing advantage.

The ETO Show was launched 
alongside the Awards and became 
an important event for the UK 
industry, attracting thousands of 
visitors and hundreds of exhibitors 
over the years. In 2016 the organisers 

took the 
decision to 
rest the 
exhibition 
and are 
currently 
examining 
venues and 
formats for 
a relaunch 
in 2019.

influence

In addition to a large number of 
news pages in each issue. ETO’s 
regular features include profiles of 
the market’s major – and minor – 
players, in-depth examinations of 
individual product sectors, ‘mystery 
shopper’ reports, and practical 
advice for retail on every aspect of 
business – from the in-depth analysis 
of legislative changes to shop 
window dressing.

In isolation, Fifty
Shades of Grey isn’t
an inspiring book
title. It hints at old
pants and a vest
contaminated by a
renegade black sock
on a hot wash. Add
the books’ genesis as
Twilight fan fiction
and expectations
might take another
step down.
Nevertheless, the
book and its two
sequels – Darker and
Freed – went on to
become bestsellers.

Let’s dispel some
myths: Author EL
James is not Elmore
James. She’s never
been King of the Slide Guitar, male, black or
dead since 1963. She’s actually Erika Mitchell,
the 54-year-old married mother of two teenage
boys, who saw the teen vampire movie Twilight
in late 2008 and was inspired to write two fan
fiction sequels. She self-published these under
the pen-name Snowqueens Icedragon as Kindle
books. Her 2011 follow-up – Fifty Shades of
Grey – adapted her ‘Master of the Universe’ fan
fiction stories, abandoned the neck-biting and
pumped-up the heat with added BDSM themes.
Importantly, it also abandoned the use of pre-
existing characters and the spectre of lawsuits
which could come with them. Again published
as an eBook with print-on-demand option,
James was approached by Vintage Books,
which acquired publishing rights for FSoG in
March 2012.

At this point, the story really comes alive.
Records were set. Translated into over 50
languages, it became the fastest-selling
paperback in UK history and its two sequels –
Fifty Shades Darker and Fifty Shades Freed –
were also rushed out in 2012 to take advantage
of the snowballing consumer-media-consumer
interest feedback loop. By June 2015 more than
125 million copies of the trilogy had been sold.

Where there’s success, naturally there’s a
backlash. Both from critics of James’ writing
style and BDSM lifestyle aficionados, who
criticised the portrayal of kinkster activities in

the books as either unrealistic or downright
abusive. Nonetheless, sales continued to spiral
and James suddenly became a very wealthy
woman. And with wealth comes power; Time
magazine listed her as one of The World’s 100
Most Influential People. She also topped
Forbes’ list of highest-earning authors. It was
reported that by August 2013 she’d earned
$90m from book sales alone in little more than
a year.

The US media called Fifty Shades ‘Mommy
Porn’, but James presents it as ‘Provocative
Romance’ via her website, eljamesauthor.com.
She received the ultimate recognition from

readers of this
magazine in 2013

when she won
not only the
ETO Award for
Best Erotic
Author, but
also received a
nod of
appreciation
for what she’d
done for love-
balls sales with
our Services to
the Industry
award.

From
Grey to
silver
screen
Presumably
aglow from
those

accolades, she signed
a $5m deal with Universal Pictures and Focus
Features for a movie adaptation of Fifty Shades
of Grey. When released to unimpressed critics
(26% on review aggregation site
RottenTomatoes.com) on February 13th 2015,
again the story of innocent Ana and spanky
billionaire Christian found an audience. A
mixture of James’ established fan base and
curious bystanders turned a budget of around
$40m and a similar figure for promotion into a
box-office of $571m. To no one’s surprise,

adaptations of the other Fifty Shades books
were soon announced.

However, director Sam Taylor-Johnson
(previously best known for 2009’s Nowhere
Boy) wouldn’t be back. Her working
relationship with James had been punctuated
with disagreements about how best to adapt
the author’s work for a screen audience and
Sam has since said she regretted getting
involved in the project.

Stars Dakota Johnson and Jamie Dornan
(who’d signed for the original after many
months of media speculation and
contract/schedule/I’m-in-I’m-out tussles) would
be back though, shooting a script adapted from
James’ second Fifty Shades book by her
husband, Niall
Leonard.
Filmed

Spin Cycle:
The Fifty Shades story
With the third and presumably final Fifty Shades film – Fifty
Shades Freed – opening in cinemas this month, ETO’s own
movie mogul Paul Smith takes a look at the franchise’s
history and its impact on the industry…

back-to-back with Fifty Shades Freed, principle
photography began in February 2016, shooting
in Paris and Vancouver. It premiered on
February 10th 2017, following another
successful promotional campaign, including a
widely shared YouTube trailer.

Again panned by critics for its screenplay,
acting (except Dakota, who was praised for
transcending the mired script) and narrative,
again a middling budget ($55m) delivered
spreadsheet success ($381m) and there was
much rejoicing. Rotten Tomatoes rate it a
woeful 10% but there’s no accounting for taste…
The market for R-rated (BBFC rating: 18) is
somewhat niche and the films’ commercial
success to this point puts them among the
highest earning ‘adult’ (as opposed to Adult)
films. Sex sells. Who knew?

The third film – Fifty Shades Freed – is due
to hit screens on February 9th this year under
the tagline, ‘Don’t Miss the Climax’. Anticipation
is again high. Especially among critics who’ve
been sharpening their pencils for months.

Not only have the books spawned three
movies, but also ranges of branded pleasure
products from Lovehoney plus a range of
wines, and (according to the author’s website)
a $89.99 15” teddy bear which comes with an
eye mask, handcuffs and ‘smouldering eyes’. To
be fair, his little grey suit and satin tie are
adorable.

From Grey to black,
brown and aubergine?
Lovehoney was quick to see the pleasure
product marketing potential at the height of
the Fifty Shades tsunami and have surfed it
ever since. The firm’s Laura Wood
commented: “To date, Lovehoney
has sold over three million
units of Fifty Shades of
Grey products since it
secured the rights to
manufacture the
official licensed
ranges in
2012.
Lifestyle,
sexual

liberation and fun is at the forefront of the
partnership and we loved working closely with
EL James to develop these products.

“The ‘Fifty Shades Effect’ is the impact the
books and movies have had on the general
consumer. Literally millions of people who
would not have considered the pleasure
products category have been won over. The
impact on the wider industry - not just
Lovehoney - has been phenomenal.”

With the imminent release of the third film, I
asked how Lovehoney would be taking
advantage of the heightened brand awareness.
Laura responded: “We’ve lots of exciting
promotions and events booked in with our
customers, not only in the UK but
internationally. We’re thrilled to be taking-over
the window of the Harmony Store on Oxford
Street from January 22nd until the end of
February. The window display features a
captivating Fifty Shades Freed scene. Working
with general manager Jamie is something we
do on an annual basis and it’s always a pleasure.
Blackpool’s Saints &
Sinners will also
have a window
display in the
lead up to the
film release, and
Vibez in Kent will
be having an
exciting in-store
event, which will
include
competitions to
win signed

merchandise. Mystique in Belfast will also be
running a competition to win a Freed product
hamper.”

Looking beyond our shores, Laura added:
“Globally, many of our customers will be having
cinema events. Cinema events have been a
terrific success in previous years: one particular
customer saw 700 people attending one event
alone. Some other customers will be doing
window takeovers too. We’ve worked really
closely with our customers to ensure they get
the most out of the Fifty Shades finale and to
ensure they have enough product, POS, and
support to prepare themselves. Expect tons of
PR around the product ranges themselves in
mainstream consumer publications too - all of
this exposure will benefit our trade customers,
far and wide.”

On the subject of Fifty Shades-branded
products expected to receive an extra boost,
Laura explained: “Last year, after the release of
Fifty Shades Darker, there was a 600% increase
in the sales of silver balls and a 200% increase
in the sales of spreader bars, following the
mainstream attention both items had in the
press. We’re excited to see what the reaction is
for the Fifty Shades Freed Awash with
Sensations Wand. The wand is a fantastic place
for newcomers to the category to start. In the
film, Ana and Christian indulge in ‘edging’,
whereby he brings her to the brink of orgasm
repeatedly. Ana becomes quite overwhelmed in
the book itself and we are keen to educate
people in how orgasm denial can be sensual
and an exciting element to bring into the
bedroom.”

Laura continued: “The Fifty Shades Freed My
Body Blooms remote control knicker vibrator is
very comfortable to wear and comes with

Coco de Mer knickers, for that added bit of
luxury. They’re not only beautiful but

have ribbon tie sides which make
them a one-size-fits-all.

Lovehoney is known in the
industry for making

bestselling kits so the
Pleasure Overload 10

Days of Play Gift
Set has been a

real winner at
all the shows

and
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If you’re walking past, you really can’t miss
Gear London, and last month manager
Anthony Garreau kindly gave us a guided tour
of the very different floorplan and explained
the thinking behind the concept. Formerly a
series of discreet rooms mostly leading off to
the right when viewed from the street, the
layout has been reinvented as more open and
linear, with a central changing room/display
island forming two corridors, which link the
spacious front and rear areas. With a clear
circular path to follow, we dived in.

Gear Berlin has been operating from a shop
on Kalckreuthstraße for around nine years and
expanded into the cellar at 75 Great Eastern
Street, London last year. Anthony said: “I think
the floor is a highlight of the redevelopment
here. No week passes without getting a ‘Wow!’
comment. There were seven months between
Expectations moving out and Gear London
opening, so lots of time for extensive changes.
The layout is totally different and we get lots
of double-takes from former Expectations
customers who visit. ‘Is this the same shop?’
they say, in that moment of confusion. But yes,
the orange floor makes quite a statement. It’s
part of the Gear identity - in Berlin it’s details
and edges. Just touches to outline the
predominant black and grey. Here we’ve been
that bit bolder! Honestly, it’s a bitch to take
care of, but worth it. It marks, so there’s
scrubbing to be done every morning!”

As well as adding colour, the
construction/workman/rougher edge to the
store is enhanced by the ‘hazard-signage’
shade and it’s used to echo Expectations’
memorable chevrons on the double doors as a
wink to them, Anthony explained. The ‘urban
workshop’ look often favoured by gay market
retailers doesn’t fall into predictability though:
there’s no aluminium checker-plate.

Another major change at the site involved
the demolition of the exterior wall above the
staircase and the fitting of windows, which
give a restricted view down into the basement
but introduce much more light. Anthony
continued: “The staircase itself is new too, and
you’ll see we’ve a small army of mannequins
lining it. Mostly you can see sportswear and
trainers on our Concept Wall from the road but
if you lie on the pavement you may just catch a
glimpse of a man in a jockstrap parading
around. Hey-ho!” he laughed.

“It was a big part of the vision here, to
open-up the store,” Anthony expanded. “We

Gear London: beyond
Expectations
Last year the former premises of Expectations, the cellar
now inhabited by Gear London, received a radical
makeover. Opened in August, this convention-challenging
gay-centric concept store is one of the most unusual – and
impressive – ETO has visited…

believe London still has a bit of the prude
about it when it comes to fetish shopping,
especially compared to continental stores’
window displays and open doors. Attitudes are
different and they’re changing here too, so it
made sense to embrace that with a bit of
daylight to shine on us.”

The downside – if it is a downside – is that
to the casual passer-by the store can be
mistaken for a casualwear kind of
establishment, despite a giant picture of a
naked man at the top of the steps... Gear
London does get visitors who find themselves
out of their comfort zone as they step deeper
into the store. “Their eyes go wide and you can
practically read their mind,” Anthony chuckled.
So, a few visitors perform a swift 180, but it’s
not unknown for them to sheepishly return
later, drawn back by curiosity, he confided.

The Concept Wall is grey on grey with
floating shelves, but brought alive by a 3D
Gear logo and a simple spotlight to throw a
shadow. Spotlights on the product keep
customers’ focus on the stock. Simple but
effective. Further along is a plumbed-in urinal,
but we’ll come to that later…

Orange is the new black
Perhaps the only in-store refugee from the
Expectations era is a leather press in the
middle of the front sales area – which also
hosts the counter below the stairs, replacing
Expectations’ central dais, and a set of comfy
leather pouffes. “It was in a corner but we’ve
made a feature of it,” said Anthony. “It’s still
operational if I were to plug it in, and frankly
we were going to get rid of it but it wouldn’t
go through the door. Anyway, we repainted it

and it adds to the atmos.”
Gear London is very brand-lead, and

Anthony showed Adidas clothes, socks and
trainers, Wesco, Chippewa and Dehner’s boots
(“We’re the only UK shop with those. Totally
authentic. Dehner still make boots for highway
police”), plus T-shirts from Wesco and Langlitz
Leathers.

Own brand T-shirts carry some attention-
grabbing prints. “Our iconic T-shirts!” enthused
Anthony. “We have Master, Owned, Bitch,
Hoxton, Hackney, Shoreditch, Hunter, Biker,
Puppy, Bear, Greedy, Hole, Slut, Daddy, Sadist,

Fister, Fistee, Bondage…” Side-note: every list
sounds better when read aloud like the
Shipping Forecast. Just finish with a serious-
sounding, “…Rising.”

“Nasty Pig baseball caps from New York.”
Anthony gestured towards them in passing,
“plus masks – Puppy Play has really come on
lately and we also stock tails and accessories –
but we’ve neoprene, leather, isolation which
holds your hands to your head and more. Most
are from Mr S of San Francisco, and the rubber
from Blackstyle, Berlin. Don’t miss ‘The
Gobbler’; that’s actually the name of the

Anthony Garreau:
“It was a big part of

the vision here, to
open-up the store.

We believe London
still has a bit of the

prude about it when
it comes to fetish

shopping, especially
compared to

continental stores’
window displays
and open doors.

Attitudes are
different and they’re

changing here too,
so it made sense to

embrace that with a
bit of daylight to

shine on us.”
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I’d like to break away from four-star reviews, but can’t with a
clear conscience here. With its new look, discreet back/side
entrance, welcoming atmosphere and confident
presentation, I warmed to this branch like few Privates.
Rating this traditional chain is often difficult as I appreciate
I’m not always their target customer, but this is a solid four-
star-store all day long, thanks to a put-me-at-my-ease
manager, predictable-but-clean blue carpet, white-painted
wooden ceiling helping bounce adequate lighting around
and an always improving product range. £70 dual-density
King Cock double penetrator, £25 XL Lust Tunnel Plug,
Ouch! bondage tape for a very reasonable £7 and O-ring
gags all impressed. As did nipple clamps, lots of dolls
(choice is good), the manager being efficient with another
customer and well-displayed DVDs on the standard £25
each or 3-for-£50 deal, coupled with 3-for-£30 on older
titles. Only a box of £10 PX films on the floor looked less
than ideal, but easy to forgive in this setting. Crystal
extenders, Sweet Sensations vibes, music, a wall of gay
films, Cottelli Collection boxed lingerie, pale-grey-and-blue
slatwall… Nothing particularly outstanding, but all clean,
tidy and well presented. Add a corner plot with what looks
like parking, close to the town-centre, open to 8pm and 10-
4 on Sundays, and being busy – always a good sign – and
it’s a thoroughly decent adult retailer that’s doing the right
things to modernise and future-proof the business.

Private
Great Yarmouth

I recalled this shop from a previous visit due to its large
step up-and-in, and odd ramp/step upstairs, in the DVD
rooms. Starting there, I noted blue carpet, an off TV, floor
fan waiting for summer and adverts for porn on USB sticks.
£25 for a movie, or £60 for three on a model with a
combination lock. R18 DVDs were £25 or 3-for-£50 or 7-for-
£100, or if stickered with a red dot, £25 for three. Oddly I
noticed the same title featuring red on both shelves, as well
as lots of Pumpkin, JoyBear, Bluebird, Film Erotica and
some gaps… Downstairs I received a sunny welcome from
the manageress, and a few suggestions as I browsed in
silence otherwise. Some music would’ve been nice but I
focused on the alluring anal hook, superfluous Wet Floor
sign (pop it away!), Fever wigs, dolls, £15 Music Legs lines,
P&C-tagged nurse’s uniforms, bondage range by the door,
own-brand dildos and £12.95 Aphrodisia plugs. These were
interesting as they could be displayed showing product
window or printed image. The former meant the off-centre
hanger was at the front, with the products’ weight leaning it
back and angling it up, towards me. Perfect for lower hooks.
With an attractive window, mirrored slatwall, ‘Big Boobs’
DVD signage, £10/3-for-£25 hardcore magazines, this
branch of P&C has it all!

Pulse & Cocktails
Ipswich

In some ways I really appreciated this shop – convenient
parking right outside, range, welcoming and helpful mumsy
manageress – but in others, I didn’t. It’s hard to say why
(although near closing time, I didn’t feel rushed) but I
struggled to enjoy it. The combination of brown carpets,
beige slatwall, struggling lighting and musicless
atmospheric void didn’t help, and neither did a Screaming
O sign in the window when I noticed none in-store, nor the
‘Adult DVD’s!’ poster which lead to a handful of 18-rated
films. Focusing on positives, they were only £5 each or 3-
for-£10, and the store had something for every bedroom
dress-up occasion. From size 16-22 lines on a rail marked
Cuddly Lingerie, and £115 PVC thigh boots among lots of
fetish footwear, to boxed playwear from Seven ‘til Midnight,
Cocolicious, Baci, Temptation(s?) lingerie, knickers,
stockings and £25 Smiffy’s Nurse, I was hemmed-in by
high-hemmed stock. In a side room were toys, somewhat
patchily displayed. £11.95 Fetish Fantasy Series bondage
tape (no length given), £8.95 for another brand, £19.95 big
Doc Johnson plugs, Kinx, Linx and Minx from ABS, and
BDSM lines on a mesh wall stand. Note: writing prices in
black marker pen directly onto packaging reduces products’
gift potential!
In no way unpleasant, it just felt a little unsexy in places.
Fun fact: Midnight Lady was a 1986 soft-rock ‘hit’ for Chris
Norman – it got to No.1 in Germany.

Midnight Lady
Great Yarmouth

Relocating to Ipswich on a bright-but-cold day, I quickly
found this corner-plot branch of Ann Summers via its long
wall, with graphics covering the windows. The front was
more appealing, with mannequins and Up To 50% Off Sale
poster by the angled entrance. Its central, pedestrian street
setting (with a jaunty accordion player during my visit) lead
to a busy shop making the most of its long, thin layout. Pink
floor tiles, pale pink walls and pink neon lighting were a
counterpoint to the darker changing area at the rear and
textured black panel behind the counter. Brightly coloured
£10 bras near the door, others at 2-for-£30, and racks of
clearance lines (£30 basque was £42, originally £60) all
helped distract the eye from a couple of damaged boxes in
the rear toy zone. Magnatize Rampant Rabbit down from
£80 to £55 (£40 on the website), a push on Buy One Toy,
Get A Second For Half Price, Diva Dominatrix (were £35,
now £24.50) and £25 Sexy Secretary boxed outfits, plus
bondage bits were fairly formulaic. What elevates this shop
was its staff. I’d had a nice welcome and two offers of help
from different girls, but observed one then gently assist a
male customer who was clearly out of his depth.
Heartwarming to see a kind and caring approach, coupled
with subtle salescraft and appropriate questions. A good
choice of products here, but the shape of the shop leads to
some minor compromises.

EAST OF
EAST ANGLIA

Bury St Edmunds (pop. 41k) was originally called
Beodericsworth and built on a grid pattern by
Abbot Baldwin around 1080. It’s West Suffolk’s
main hub and home to Greene King (the UK’s
largest pub retailer and brewer) and Silver Spoon
sugar.

26 miles southeast down the A14 is Ipswich
(pop. 134k), Suffolk’s County Town, on the River
Orwell, about 60 miles northeast of London.
Recent history includes the murder of five women
in late 2006 by local serial killer Steven Wright.
The killings were dramatised as Five Daughters by
the BBC. More happily, Richard Ayoade (The IT
Crowd’s Moss) grew-up in the town.

With Lowestoft now devoid of adult stores, I
had to nip over the border into Norfolk to visit
Great Yarmouth (pop. 39k, once including Jason
Stathammmm). No one checked my papers - the
rivalry between the counties being a reflection of
there not being much else to do in either county
than pour (semi-fondly) scorn on the neighbours.

mystery shopper

Despite its proximity to London’s
urban sprawl and the socio-

political dominance of the
‘south east’, East Anglia

remains a backwater,

untroubled by motorways or
much celebrity beyond Alan

Partridge. Visited in 2005 and
2013, our Mystery Shopper returns

to see if much has changed…

Ann Summers
Ipswich

Impressed by good window and location, I entered with
raised expectations and was still pleasantly surprised. Grey-
n-blue over a blue-green carpet were fairly neutral, but a
bold floral-print wallpaper livened the walls up considerably
and lighting helped too. With a chatty manager who gave a
cheery welcome and offer of help, music and interesting
stock, I had positive vibes right up to the moment I saw the
DVD display. All bunched together into an impractically
small strip of wall, spine-on, and apparently arranged by
price – yet £24.99 titles were above £19.99 titles, and down
low, £29.99 titles. Don’t put your best stuff at kneecap
height… Away from the films, displays were much more
successful, with magazines (many fetish), dolls, a Fleshlight
stand (£69.99), Icicles adding colour and class, Gape-Her
masturbator down from £174.99 to £129.99, £19.99 anal
hook, £44.99 Black Level PVC Nurse uniform, a bay of
novelties, £89.99 Doxy and £8.99 Bondage Tape. A case
with £19.99 jewelled metal plugs, fluffy ToyJoy cuffs in their
thin boxes, Red-and-black PVC basques, boxed outfits from
Pink Lipstick, Avanza and the like… The range felt very
comprehensive for what’s not a large shop. Big black
Hoodlum dildos were taking up their fair share of room,
with a compromise made at the rear of the store where
steps led up to a small raised area which was less
impressively utilised. That and DVD display aside, visiting
had been a very pleasing experience.

Secrets
Bury St Edmunds
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Exceptional
and inspiring.

An impressive
shopping experience.

Ticks almost all of
the right boxes.

Lacking some
vital elements.

Memorable for the
wrong reasons.
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advertising
While press releases are important 
components in any communications 
strategy, it is advertising that allows 
you to persuade as well as inform. 
Appearing within a greatly respected 
environment that encourages 
discussion and provides a forum for 
lively debate enhances the message of 
any ETO advertiser.

Whether advertisers are looking to 
increase their profile within the trade, 
promote new products or services or 
make major announcements, they 
know that having their message 
included within ETO will ensure it 

reaches all their customers – and 
their rivals’ customers – for a fraction 
of the cost of mailing each account 
individually.

With the exception of double page 
spreads and the Directory section, all 
advertisements, regardless of size, are 
placed on or facing editorial copy, 
thereby eliminating so called 
‘advertising graveyards’.

ETO reserves the right to censor,  
or omit, any material which in its 
opinion is offensive, pornographic 
or illegal.

Advertising Rates
Size 1 month  3 months 6 months  12 months

Double page spread £2,000 £1,900/month £1,800/month £1,600/month

Full page £1,200 £1,140/month £1,080/month £960/month

Half page £800 £760/month £720/month £640/month

Quarter page £500 £475/month £450/month £400/month

Directory box £100 £95/month £90/month £80/month

Advertising Rates
Size Height  Width  
Top slots 85mm 250mm This is within type area. No bleed required 
Bottom slots 85mm 270mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Special positions include: 2/3 Spread, Centre Spread, Outside Back Cover, Inside Front Cover, 
Inside Back Cover. All special positions carry a 10% surcharge. 

4 Page/Cover Wrap and Loose inserts: price on application.

Advertising Rates

ETO Wall Planner

Copy Requirements: High resolution (300dpi) jpeg or print-resolution PDF with colour proof.

Deadlines: As a general rule, the deadline for the following month’s issue is around the 13th of the 
each month. Please contact the advertising team for further information for specific months or issues.

Mechanical data – printed magazine

Size Height Width 

Double page spread 320mm 460mm + 5 - 10mm bleed all round

Full page 320mm 230mm + 5 - 10mm bleed all round

Half page horizontal 150mm 210mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Half page vertical 300mm 103mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Quarter page 150mm 103mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Quarter page vertical strip  300mm 50mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Banner advert 28mm 210mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Directory box  47mm 80mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Double Directory box 98mm 80mm This is within type area. No bleed required

Mechanical data – printed magazine

Mechanical data – ETO online
Size Height (pixels) Width (pixels) File format(s) accepted

MPU 300 250 .gif .jpeg .html5

UAP 180 150 .gif .jpeg .html5

Header 400 640  .jpeg

eShot / Newsletter banner 115 699  .jpeg         

Background                           Call for specifications and template

Mechanical data – ETO online (prices on application)
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